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€300k Have Your Say - Citizen Engagement Case Study

FOREWORD

The Reform Delivery Office (RDO) in the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform has
developed a series of case studies on citizen engagement, in partnership with researchers
and public bodies, as a commitment under the Our Public Service 2020, Development and
Innovation Framework.
The key objectives of this initiative are to:
•

Document and capture learning around implementation and delivery of citizen engagement
initiatives;

•

Acknowledge progress made and share best practice in citizen engagement initiatives; and

•

Create valuable educational resources that add to the existing body of knowledge on the
Irish Public Service

These Case Studies are not intended to be evaluations of the overall success and impact of the
case examined, rather, the aim is to capture reflections on citizen engagement initiatives.
Furthermore, by telling the story behind these Case Studies it is hoped to communicate
achievements and lessons learned and to acknowledge the significant progress that has been
made under Action 4 of Our Public Service 2020- to significantly improve communications
and engagement with the public.
The case studies initiative builds on the pilot case studies project that was undertaken by the
RDO in 2017. The pilot project was established to produce teaching resources for lecturers
and students of public policy and public administration, as well as for those broadly interested
in public policy and its implementation. The project is intended to encourage learning among
students and practitioners of public policy and also to inform the design and implementation
process of future policy.
Two Case Studies on Citizen Engagement have been undertaken by the RDO, in collaboration
with the following public bodies and research institutions:
•

Comhairle na nÓg and the National Strategy on Children and Youth People’s
Participation in Decision-making 2015 - 2020– Department of Children and Youth Affairs
in collaboration with the University of Limerick (UL)
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•

€300k- have your say- South Dublin County Council in collaboration with the Institute of
Public Administration (IPA)

A further three case studies on citizen engagement will be undertaken during 2019. These will
be published as a compendium together with an overarching paper that will identify key factors
to be considered when designing a citizen engagement initiative.
The Case Studies benefit from the input of the key public policy practitioners who led and
continue to lead these citizen engagement initiatives, and are based on interviews and research
undertaken by leading researchers.
The Department of Public Expenditure and Reform would like to acknowledge the
contributions of all those involved in the production of these Case Studies, without whose time
and dedication, this project would not have been possible.
Reform Delivery Office
June 2019
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INTRODUCTION

‘€300k Have Your Say’ is a participatory budgeting (PB) initiative, which has been run by South
Dublin County Council (SDCC) since 2017. The initiative allows residents to develop project
proposals for their local area and vote on shortlisted proposals in order to select winning
projects which are then implemented by the relevant section of SDCC.
PB is a ‘fiscal decision-making mechanism which involves citizens in the discussion of municipal
budgets and/or the allocation of municipal funding’ (Department of the Environment,
Community and Local Government, 2012, pp. 160-161). It is internationally recognised as a
way for people to have a direct say in how money is spent in their local area, and may result in
‘a direct, stronger, participative relationship between citizens and local authorities, better public
spending decisions, enhanced transparency and accountability, and a greater understanding
among citizens of the financial circumstances within which local authorities must operate’ (ibid).
PB originated in Porto Alegre, Brazil in 1989 and has since spread worldwide. As PB has
spread globally, it has been adapted by local governments to meet local circumstances and
therefore has taken many different forms. It is estimated that there are more than 7,000 PB
processes in operation around the world (Dias and Júlio, 2018). The type of PB implemented
in South Dublin aligns to the ‘participatory grant making model’, which has been successfully
implemented elsewhere and has been ‘seen to engage local people, build social capital and
effectively target resources at the “grassroots”’ (Budge and Hall, 2016, p.4).
This case study, which has been undertaken as an initiative of the Reform and Delivery Office
(RDO) in the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, examines the ‘€300k Have Your
Say’ initiative from a citizen engagement perspective. The main objectives of this case study
are to:
•

provide organisational learning to embed future citizen engagement initiatives;

•

provide greater understanding around the implementation and delivery of citizen
engagement initiatives;

•

increase public awareness and acknowledge the significant progress that has been made to
date;

•

share best practice in citizen engagement by public servants; create valuable educational
resources for use in third level and other educational institutions; and
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•

more generally, add to the body of knowledge on the Irish Public Service by publishing a
number of case studies on citizen engagement.

An overview of the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ project design and implementation is provided in
section two. The key challenges arising during the process are outlined in section three, while
the lessons learned from the first two years of this initiative are presented in section four.
Appendices are attached to provide further detail on the initiative.
The IPA research team wish to acknowledge the support of South Dublin County Council
in developing this case study and the information and candid views shared by interviewees
involved in the design and implementation of the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiative.
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THE €300k HAVE YOUR SAY
PROCESS

SDCC piloted the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ PB initiative in 2017, and ran it again in 2018. Each
year, a local electoral area in the county is allocated €300,000 of funding from the annual
budget for projects which will benefit the local area. The projects are proposed by local
residents and shortlisted by a Steering Group of elected members according to agreed criteria.
The initiative differs from other grants or funding streams in that the citizens decide which of
the proposed projects will be implemented by means of a popular vote. Appendix one contains
the winning projects from both iterations of this initiative.
The initiative was piloted in 2017 in the Lucan electoral area, which also includes Palmerstown
and Adamstown. Following the success of the pilot (see Shannon and Boyle, 2017) the process
was repeated in 2018 – this time in the Clondalkin electoral area. Table 2.1 provides an
overview of key figures for both iterations of the process. The intention is to run the initiative
again in the second half of 2019, following the formation of a new Council subsequent to the
local government elections in May.
Table 2.1 Key Figures
2017

2018

(Lucan Electoral Area)

(Clondalkin Electoral Area)

Ideas Submitted

160

230

Workshops

3

4

Workshop Participants

120

131

Projects presented on the final

17

24

2500

1500

8

15

ballot
Ballots cast (online and in
person)
Winning Projects
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Figure 2.1 outlines the various phases and main processes involved in the PB initiative. While
a considerable amount of time and effort is spent planning the process, the initiative itself
takes place over a rather confined period of time (less than 3 months), as outlined in Table
2.2. Phase one involves the planning, design and launch of the SDCC PB initiative. Phase two
involves the consultation with citizens and shortlisting of proposals. An integral part of the
consultation phase is community workshops, more detail on which is provided below. An online
portal developed by SDCC allows citizens to submit their proposals. These proposals are then
assessed and shortlisted by the Steering Group. In phase three, citizens have the chance to
vote on the shortlisted proposals, both online and in voting stations located in libraries and
SDCC offices. Phase four involves the implementation of winning projects and the review
of the entire process. Overall, the design of the initiative has been successful. In a survey of
participants of the 2017 pilot, almost 90 per cent (n=269) said their understanding of the PB
process was very clear or clear. This indicates that the process is explained well to participants
and that it is clear and straightforward.

Table 2.2 Timeline for 2018 ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiatve
Phase/Event

Date

Steering Group planning

Jan-Feb 2018

2018 initiative launched

8th March 2018

Community workshops

March 2018

Deadline for submissions

9th April 2018

Shortlist approved by full Council

14th May 2018

Voting opened

21st May

Voting closed

28th May

Winning projects announced

6th June
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Figure 2.1. ‘€300k Have Your Say’ process (adapted from Shannon and Boyle, 2017).

Local electoral area selected by lot and funding agreed by the Council

PHASE 1

Community workshops to discuss
project ideas and proposals

Online submissions of proposals by
community groups and individuals

All proposals assessed by Steering Group
using agreed criteria

PHASE 2

Shortlisted projects recommended to
Council for approval

Approved shortlist
published

PHASE 3
The projects receiving the highest
amount of votes, with a combined value
of €300,000 chosen to be implemented

PHASE 4
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Communications
SDCC invested a lot of time, effort and resources in branding, communication and promoting the
initiative, both online and through more traditional communication methods. This includes emails
to community groups, advertising in local newspapers and radio stations, leaflet drops, the use of
social media and the creation of a dedicated website. A launch event is also held each year in the
local electoral area to promote the initiative.
As an indication of the extent of the communications campaign, in 2018 over 18,000 leaflets
were delivered to households and local businesses in the area, advertising the initiative and in
particular the workshops. Advertisements were placed in the local media, and poster and flyers
were placed in Council buildings throughout the area. Over 150 community groups, schools,
places of worship, sports clubs, and groups representing minorities were directly contacted.
Paid Facebook advertising was also used to target local residents and specific demographics
(e.g. younger people) with information about the workshops and how to submit proposals.

Workshops
Community workshops held during phase two of the process (see Figure 2.1) are an integral
aspect of the citizen engagement process. Seven workshops were held during both iterations
of the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiative, attracting 251 people in total. The workshops provide a
deliberative forum for citizens to meet, discuss their ideas and form their project proposals. All
seven events followed the same format:
•

Opened by the Mayor and an independent facilitator, who provided general information on
the PB process. In addition, brief presentations were made regarding existing community
grants.

•

Discussion in small groups of 6 or 7, with one community development worker at each
table to facilitate discussions, explore ideas and support citizens.

•

An independent facilitator provided assistance to group discussions as required, while
keeping the time and ensuring the workshops finished as scheduled.

•

Each table is given around 45 minutes to discuss their ideas, after which they each provide
a brief account of their proposals.

•

Closed by the Mayor, thanking people for their participation.

The workshops received extremely positive feedback from participants. In 2017, almost 79 per
cent of those who responded to the survey (n=45) thought the workshop was ‘a good forum to
develop ideas’. In 2018, comments on flipcharts after the event were overwhelmingly positive.
Participants noted that the workshops were ‘well organised, participants very open and friendly’,
‘facilitators were excellent’, and provided an ‘opportunity to voice my own opinion’ and that is was
‘great to hear ideas of other groups’.
In addition to the seven workshops mentioned above, a standalone workshop was held in 2017
for school children. The event, which was held in the Council chambers, received very positive
feedback. The children raised some excellent ideas, and these were fed into the submissions.
All involved in this exercise saw it as a very positive development (Shannon and Boyle, 2017).
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Governance
A permanent Steering Group was established in 2017 to provide oversight for the initiative.
The membership is made up of the Mayor and other elected members on a cross-party basis. As
stated in the terms of reference for the governance of the process (see Appendix two), where
there are not two elected members from the local electoral area in which the initiative is being
run, these may be co-opted onto the Steering Group for the duration of the local project.
The Steering Group is supported by senior staff members from SDCC including the Director
of Services for Corporate Performance and Change Management, Director of Services for
Housing, Community and Social Development, Head of Finance, Head of Information Systems,
the Communications Manager and the Area Committee Meeting Co-ordinator. During the pilot
process in 2017, the Chief Executive was also heavily involved.
Elected members are centrally involved in the process and their role is clearly defined in the
terms of reference. The final decision on shortlisted projects to be put forward for the public
vote is made by the full Council, as recommended by the Steering Group. In addition, all elected
members are invited to support and promote the initiative and encourage their constituents to
participate.

Resources
The ‘€300k Have Your Say’ process is resource intensive. The various phases outlined above
require dedicated staff time and financial resources. The initiative is managed and run by the
Corporate Performance and Change Management Directorate with significant input across
the departments of Community, IT and Finance, and the service departments to implement
the projects. Due to the complexity of the process and the diverse nature of projects being
implemented, it is not possible to quantify the organisational resources invested in the
initiative.
In addition to senior management support, implementing a PB initiative requires championing
within an organisation by one or more staff members who have the right disposition and skill
set to engage with citizens. In the case of SDCC, there are professional Community Officers
who took on this role. Capacity in relation to running workshops, consultation and social media
are all important.
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CHALLENGES

Overall, the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiative has been a success and has been, for the most
part, positively received in the local areas in which it has run. As a new and innovative exercise,
it has not been without its challenges. Through document analysis and interviews, the research
team has identified some challenges experienced in both iterations of the initiative. These are
outlined below, and section four which follows captures the key lessons learned.

Methods of engagement
While SDCC have good resources in place to reach out to citizens, challenges have been
identified in terms of the methods of citizen engagement used. A frequently cited issue is how
to involve more marginalised communities or simply those who are not already active in their
communities. It is often the case that citizen engagement initiatives attract ‘the usual suspects’.
This issue is not unique to the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiative but is one that has been
highlighted during the consultation for this case study.
While the numbers reached via the various communication and marketing methods used were
improved from 2017, and other metrics were up (see Table 2.2) – the numbers of citizens
who voted on the final projects dropped significantly, from 2,500 in 2017 to 1,500 in 2018. A
number of potential reasons for this decline were put forward by interviewees:
•

The PB voting period coincided with a particularly contentious national referendum.

•

SDCC already had a programme of works ongoing for popular areas in the Clondalkin LEA
(e.g. Corkagh Park); and

•

The shortlisting criteria ruled out quite a number of submissions, which particularly
affected one local area resulting in some dissatisfaction among residents.

It must also be noted however, that the number of people submitting proposals, attending
workshops, and voting for projects is relatively high when compared to more traditional
consultations run by SDCC.
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Workshops
As mentioned previously, the community workshops are an integral aspect of the citizen
engagement process. It was, however, noted that these events largely attracted those who
are already active and engaged in their community, particularly those aligned to community
groups, sporting associations or those who are politically active. Moreover, information is
not currently available on whether submissions, which are all submitted online, are made by
individuals or on behalf of groups. Capturing such information in future would help SDCC in
evaluating and improving citizen engagement. The independent facilitator for the workshops
and other interviewees put forward suggestions which may help to enhance participation in the
workshops in future:
•

Leadership should come from the community and they should be supported to facilitate
and support idea generation, submission of proposals and promoting the process.

•

Maximise the use of existing groups and networks (e.g. the Public Participation Network,
Comhairle na nÓG).

•

Work with local schools to further encourage youth participation.

•

Connect to current relevant strategies to reinforce their implementation.

The ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiative is a distinct opportunity for individuals to put forward
their ideas and proposals without being part of a group or organisation. SDCC have attempted
to reach individuals through various methods and have been quite successful in getting the
message out. The key challenge, however, is translating this ‘reach’ into active and meaningful
engagement.

Safety and Inclusivity Study of Clondalkin’s Public Spaces
This project sought to carry out a scoping study of Clondalkin public spaces regarding safety,
including areas such as public lighting and harassment and to carry out a public awareness
campaign afterwards. It is particularly mindful of areas like gender based violence and the lived
experience of people of colour.
The Safety and Inclusivity Study consists of research into gender based aggression in public
spaces and the documenting of the experience of women living in the Clondalkin area. The
findings will then be used in a public awareness campaign to target the behaviours of the perpetrators and educate people on what is considered aggressive and what should happen when
anyone experiences it.
The study was put forward by one individual who experienced this behaviour in the area and
wanted to highlight how widespread the issue is. It shows how one person can affect change
in their community through participatory budgeting as €300k Have Your Say offered a funding
avenue that may not have existed otherwise.
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Project criteria & the shortlisting process
The shortlisting process is a complex exercise which presents many challenges. During this
phase, the proposals submitted by residents are assessed by the senior management team
against the agreed criteria (see Appendix three). Similar submissions are combined, and
proposals are then costed and presented to the Steering Group who then agree a short list
of suitable projects. Once finalised the short list goes as a recommendation for adoption by
the full Council before being presented back to the public for the voting process. In the 2018
process, 230 ideas were submitted and 24 ended up on the final ballot paper.
Following on from the experience of the 2017 pilot, the criteria for project submissions was
amended and approved by the Steering Group. The criteria are designed to ensure that projects
fall within the remit of the local authority, are not works already planned by the Council, can’t
be funded through an alternative scheme, and can be implemented within the subsequent
budget cycle.
Some interviewees felt that the criteria used are too rigid and inflexible, and exclude projects
that may have a wider benefit to the community. In the 2018 process, for example, no
proposals were shortlisted in one particular area. This issue was raised at a meeting of the local
area committee in June 20181. The Chief Executive’s report explained that 30 submission
were made in relation to the Newcastle area, none of which were found eligible to progress to
voting stage. The reasons for this were ‘primarily owing to projects being pitched on lands not
in public ownership, for projects outside of the Council’s remit or due to the lack of available
public land in the area itself.’ The report went on to address the substantive issues raised by
the submissions – the lack of play space areas in the Newcastle area – and plans to address this
outside of the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ process.
Where there is a high degree of similarity between proposals, the Steering Group merge these
together to create one combined proposal. This process of combining similar proposals, while
necessary, presents a particular challenge. Firstly, it is a challenge for the council staff and
Steering Group to adequately reflect the proposals put forward by citizens. As recommended
in the evaluation of the 2017 process, further thought needs to be given as to how to develop
combined proposals. Public consultation on the shortlisted proposals, before they are finalised,
could also be considered (Shannon and Boyle, 2017). This would inevitably mean that this
phase would need to be extended, and further Council resources would be required.

The role of elected members
Elected members are central to the PB process as it requires decisions on budget expenditure.
Different challenges regarding their role emerged in the two years of the initiative. In 2017,
the role of some individual elected members was criticised in relation to advocating for ‘pet’
projects. An issue also arose regarding the role of the Council as final arbiter at certain stages
of the process. It was recommended in the 2017 evaluation that this role should be formally
noted as part of the process in any future iterations (Shannon and Boyle, 2017).

1

http://www.sdublincoco.ie/Meetings/ViewDocument/61090
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In 2018, a document was produced to ensure the governance processes were transparent and
understood by the key stakeholders. The role of the Council in deciding the final projects to
go forward to public vote was clarified. Additionally, the role of elected members is explicitly
outlined in this document to encourage them to “support and actively participate” in the
process but at the same time that they “should avoid being associated with or campaigning
for any individual submissions”. Interviewees commented that councillors perhaps pulled back
from the process too much as a result. Consequently, their role as representatives of their
local areas, and their connections with citizens, was perhaps not properly utilised in the 2018
iteration of the initiative. .

Project implementation
A cornerstone of any PB initiative is ensuring that the winning projects are implemented. A
review of implementation of the eight winning projects from 2017 shows that half are fully
implemented while the other half are ongoing. While the Council are committed to implementing
the projects, this highlights the issues of implementation within the prescribed timeframe.
Restoration of Lucan’s King John’s Bridge in Griffeen Park
The restoration work on King John’s Bridge is a good example of the kind of unforeseen
problems that can occur with a winning project. Initial timeframes had this project as being able
to be complete within twelve months but a conservation assessment report soon showed that
a nearby sycamore tree’s roots had become embedded in the structure of the 13th century
bridge.
To proceed without damaging the tree and causing damage to the bridge it required a carefully
planned treatment schedule for the roots that had become intertwined with the bridge. This
delayed the project by a number of months but was ultimately successful in decaying the
roots without killing the tree or damaging the bridge’s structural integrity and allowing the
conservation work to continue.

In 2018, the Steering Group agreed on and published criteria for project submissions. One
of these is that the submission should be deliverable within the Council’s subsequent budget
year (i.e. the year following announcement of winning projects). As it stands, in March 2019,
implementation of some winning projects from 2017 and 2018 is ongoing. Some flexibility
may be required to ensure citizens are not disenfranchised from the process if their submission
is excluded on the grounds that it can’t be implemented in one year, given that many of the
winning projects are still ongoing.
Furthermore, challenges were identified in relation to updating citizens on implementation
progress. For example, the 2017 implementation section on the website (https://haveyoursay.
southdublin.ie/) does not contain any recent developments, such as the opening of the
playground in Waterstown Park. A more involved role for citizens in the implementation of
projects may help to improve transparency and communications.
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LESSONS LEARNED

The participatory budgeting initiative at SDCC is now in its third year. There is a high level of
commitment to the initiative within the Council, both financially and in terms of staff time, and
it is widely regarded as having been successful. Based on the experiences of those involved in
the project and also drawing on the IPA’s knowledge of this and other participatory budgeting
initiatives internationally, a body of learning has emerged in respect of using PB as a citizen
engagement initiative. The key findings in this regard are set out below.

Citizen engagement is resource intensive and needs to
be led from the top
Interest in PB as an initiative to support citizen engagement first emerged in SDCC in 2014,
however, only in 2017 did the pilot initiative commence. The Chief Executive was very involved
in the first iteration of the project. While project responsibility has now transferred to the
Director of Corporate Performance and Change Management, the Chief Executive retains an
active interest in the project. This is important, as it is an indication of the status of the project.
Promoting the initiative through workshops, social media and other communication channels
in each new area chosen is very time intensive. In addition it requires a non-traditional skill set
for the public servants involved. In SDCC they were able to draw on the input of the council’s
communications manager, IT unit and community workers. However, smaller local authorities
may not have similar staff resources.
The planning, design and launch of the project in 2017 was very resource intensive. While
the project fundamentals are now in place, ongoing adaptations continue to be required. As
with any communication exercise it is always possible to do more in this regard. Greater direct
communication with individual citizens (for example through pop-up stands or handing out
leaflets at schools) is one of the suggestions that emerged during the consultation for this case
study.
Lastly, implementing the projects requires the active involvement of many areas of the council.
Once voted on, the winning projects are assigned to the relevant area of the council for
implementation. Due to difficulties experienced in implementing projects chosen in 2017 within
the 2017 budgetary cycle, a decision was made for the 2018 initiative that projects would be
implemented by 2019 year end. However, achieving project implementation deadlines remains
an ongoing challenge and requires intensive management.
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Meticulous planning and governance is required but
also, going forward, flexibility and evaluation
The importance of meticulous planning and strong governance is an important learning
point, both to ensure the successful implementation of the initiative, but also from a citizen
engagement perspective. Perceptions that the process is objective, open, transparent, and
that fair judgments are being made, are fundamental to its ongoing success. One danger with
PB initiatives is that they can generate an overly competitive approach and rivalry within
communities. A meticulously fair approach and careful planning and project criteria that are
communicated from the outset helps to safeguard against this potentially very damaging
scenario.
While a transparent process is critical, for PB to be sustainable it is essential to review the
process on an ongoing basis and to have a flexible and open learning approach. In particular
to encourage ongoing citizen engagement it is important that participants in the initiative and
the wider community see that their suggestions are being listened to and that the process and
approach can be amended as a result.
Lastly, there may be potential to learn from international best practice and involve citizens to a
greater extent, for example on the project Steering Group or in the shortlisting phase. Overall
as one elected representative expressed it ‘don’t rule stuff out if there’s a way around it’.

Political involvement is essential: balancing
independence and citizen engagement
Any PB process should be seen as supporting representative democracy rather than
undermining it (PB Unit, 2010). From the outset, the ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiative was
driven and supported by elected members. High-level political and executive leadership and
commitment was noted as an important element of the pilot process (Shannon and Boyle,
2017).
Within local government, any decisions that impact on the Council’s budget are a reserved
function, in other words the prerogative of the elected members. Therefore the Steering Group
of elected members and subsequently the full Council approve the project proposals included
on the final ballot.
Achievement of cross party support for the initiative could potentially be challenging. However,
to the credit of those involved in SDCC, this was forthcoming and no grouping sought to
capture the process or promote projects put forward by their constituents or supporters. In
promoting citizen engagement, local representatives are important intermediaries with their
communities. A balance needs to be achieved between the independence and probity of the
process while at the same time enabling councillors to promote the initiative and encourage
participation.

16
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The primary objective of citizen engagement needs to
be constantly scrutinised
Those involved in the project in SDCC are acutely aware that the quantity and quality of citizen
engagement needs to be measured and monitored. With a complex initiative such as PB there
is a danger that the process might become more important than the desired outcome. Getting
beyond people being aware of the initiative to participating is one challenge, while involving
a wider cross-section of society beyond ‘the usual suspects’ is a further issue. However,
ultimately it also needs to be accepted that some people will choose not to engage.
SDCC put extensive work into presenting PB in an accessible manner. The ‘€300K Have Your
Say’ branding has been consistently used and positively received. There was also an extensive
and wide-ranging communications campaign. Those who did participate, for example in the
workshops, were very positive about the experience. In addition, after two rounds of the
initiative a range of ideas have emerged in respect of enhancing the level and degree of
engagement.
Suggestions such as the more extensive use of intermediaries or representatives of
marginalised groups such as the Travelling Community or non-Irish nationals are worthwhile.
Also, greater liaison and involvement by the Public Participation Network, a formal crosscommunity consultative network. Lastly, greater involvement of younger people should be
encouraged, as this process does not have any restrictions on who can vote. It was also noted
that where young people did participate in previous years, their inputs were seen as valuable
and innovative.

Positive outcomes
The ‘€300k Have Your Say’ initiative has shown that PB works as a means of engaging
citizens. In the course of the 2018 campaign direct contact was made with over 150 groups
or organisations in the Clondalkin area, 18,000 leaflets were delivered, 131 people attended
workshops, and a cumulative total of 400,000 people were reached via social media. These
are comparatively high figures for any government communications campaign. However, it is
recognised that these figures relate to information sharing. It is much harder to measure or
evaluate the benefits in terms of citizen engagement. Feedback from workshop participants, a
small on-line survey and interviews with those involved including elected representatives who
would be aware of their constituents’ views on the initiative, suggest a very positive response
to the initiative. In order to effectively capture the impact of PB, it may be useful for SDCC
to conduct a more comprehensive survey of participants including, for example, demographic
information and their views before and after participating in the process.
It was noted in the consultation for this case study that communities are frequently consulted,
sometimes by different agencies in respect of the same issue. But that citizens don’t often
see any direct action or outcome as a result of their feedback leaving them feeling that their
time and effort is not valued and that those consulting are engaged in a ‘tick the box’ exercise.
Over time this can become alienating for citizens. However, the SDCC participatory budgeting
17
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initiative is different. In particular providing a good level of funding and following through on
implementing the winning projects has benefited SDCC in terms of credibility, goodwill and
trust with citizens. Further development of the initiative, and showing how all feedback and
suggestions received are welcomed, will further enhance these positive outcomes.

Acoustic Piano for Rathcoole Community Centre
Small ideas are sometimes very popular! This project was simple in its objective, to provide for
a publicly accessible acoustic piano within Rathcoole Community Centre that would provide
the space and equipment for anyone looking to learn the piano, practice or simply play a few
tunes. It’s a great example of how a simple idea can be brought through participatory budgeting
for the benefit of everyone!
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CONCLUSIONS

SDCC is the only government organisation in Ireland to have formally introduced participatory
budgeting. The Council believe that the process is extremely beneficial from a citizen
engagement perspective and are committed to continuing with the initiative.
International research indicates that those who engage in participatory budgeting processes
‘feel empowered, support democracy, view the government as more effective, and better
understand budget and government processes after participating in PB’ (Wampler et al, 2018,
p. 23). Anecdotal evidence from SDCC would suggest that the process has helped to improve
the knowledge of citizens in relation to local government and enhanced their trust and goodwill
towards the Council. In particular, the allocation of €300,000 to implement winning projects is
regarded as critical to the positive response to the initiative. Citizens in the two local electoral
areas have been able to see the benefits from their participation in quite a short period of time
through the implementation of winning projects.
The careful planning and implementation of the initiative and the high level of commitment
across the Council, among both elected representatives and Council staff is to the credit of
those in SDCC and are significant factors in the success of the project to date. However, the
design and governance arrangements need not be seen as fixed. Rather a flexible and learning
approach is desirable if the initiative is to be sustainable in the future.
A significant challenge with any citizen engagement initiative is how to measure success and, if
achieved, to sustain that success. In one sense, the ‘€300K Have Your Say’ initiative has been
very successful; it has been completed twice, within the deadlines set, it was well received by
citizens and supported by elected members. Additionally, in comparison to other consultation
processes, the initiative has engaged a relatively high number of citizens through online and
offline communications, workshops, submission of proposals and voting. In terms of future
development, SDCC are committed to developing the PB initiative and continuing to reach out
and broaden engagement as much as possible.
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APPENDIX ONE
WINNING PROJECTS

2017 Winning projects - Lucan Local Electoral Area
Placement Project

Votes

Estimated
Project Cost
(€)

1

Playground in Waterstown Park, Palmerstown

1184

120,000

2

Feasibility Study for the Restoration of Silver Bridge, Palmerstown

1146

15,000

3

Christmas Lights in Lucan Village

1074

17,000

4

Planting Native Apple Trees, Lucan Electoral Area

933

5,000

5

Access to Church and Graveyard at Mill Lane, Palmerstown

867

10,000

6

Free Library Book Banks in Public Places – Lucan Electoral Area

864

3,000

7

Multi-Games Wall in Lucan

860

100,000

8

Restoration of King John’s Bridge Griffeen Park – Lucan

804

20,000

2018 Winning projects - Clondalkin Local Electoral Area
Placement Project

Votes

Estimated
Project Cost
(€)

1

Renovate Portocabin for the Clondalkin Men Shed

629

7,000

2

Pedestrian Link between the Round Tower and Corkagh Park

596

40,000

3

Restoration of Old Nangor Road Water Pump

546

1,000

4

New Christmas Lights for Clondalkin Village

538

20,000

5

A Community Orchard, Clondalkin Electoral Area

507

10,000

6

Irish Signs for Clondalkin

491

3,200

7

Planting Flowers across the Bawnogue Area

450

5,000

8

Safety and Inclusivity Study of Clondalkin’s Public Spaces

436

50,000

9

On Street Bicycle Pump, Clondalkin Village

410

3,500

10

Bottle banks and recycling facilities for Cherrywood

381

20,000

11

Acoustic Piano for the Rathcoole Community Centre

346

5,000

12

New Play Ground, Forest Hill Estate

380

60,000

13

WiFi Activated Self-Guided Walk Historical Trail of Clondalkin

376

30,000

14

Gym Equipment and Activities for Rathcoole Community Centre

376

25,000

15

Welcome to Clondalkin Hedge Signage

366

20,0000
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APPENDIX TWO

€300K Have Your Say Participatory
Budgeting Initiative - Terms of Reference
The Steering Group:
This group was established by the Elected Members of the Council to have oversight of the
development of the initiative throughout all local iterations. The Steering Group will meet to
agree the project plan and timeline for the delivery of the initiative in each Local Electoral Area
as well as communications and voting procedures. It has responsibility for recommending the
final Shortlist of Projects for the Public Vote to the Council for approval.
The membership of the Steering Group is made up of the Mayor and Elected Members on
a cross-party, independent basis, agreed by the Council. Where there are not two Elected
Members from the Local Electoral Area in which an initiative is being run on the Steering
Group, these may be co-opted onto the Steering Group for the duration of the local project.
The Steering Group is supported by senior members of the Executive including the Director
of Services for Corporate Performance and Change Management, Director of Services for
Housing, Community and Social Development, Head of Finance, Head of Information Systems,
the Communications Manager, and the Area Committee Meeting Co-ordinator.

The Role of the Elected Members:
All Elected Members are invited to support and actively participate in all promotional
campaigns for each initiative as it runs in local areas, however for transparency and fairness
Elected Members should avoid being associated with or campaigning for any individual
submissions.
The final decision of the shortlisted projects for the public vote will be made by the Council.
The Area Committee for the Local Electoral Area in which the initiative is being run will
be provided with update reports both on the progress of the initiative during the project
submission and voting stages as well as on the progress made on the delivery of the successful
projects.
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Local Initiatives:
Each Participatory Budgeting initiative will include a project submission stage and a public
voting stage.
Communications and workshop events will be run in local communities to guide the
development of project proposals that are in line with the project assessment criteria. Project
submissions can be made at the workshops on online through the €300K website.
The public voting stage will include the printing of paper ballot papers for voting in local
libraries and/or community centres as well as an online voting facility on the €300K website.
Every effort will be made to ensure all winning projects from the public vote will be delivered
within the subsequent budget cycle.
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APPENDIX THREE

€300K Have Your Say: Clondalkin Newcastle – Rathcoole
Criteria for Project Submissions
The intent of €300K Have Your Say is for local people to participate in the Council’s budget
decision-making process to identify projects that that will benefit that community and that fulfil
the parameters of the initiative. Hence in developing a project idea, people should be guided
by the premise that their submission should be (1) a project that would benefit a significant
number of people living in their community; (2) is achievable within the maximum €300,000
allocation*, and (3) is deliverable within the Council’s subsequent budget cycle - for example,
for a local initiative run in 2018 the projects voted on in 2018 will be delivered in 2019,
following the adoption of the budget by the Council.
Within those considerations, all proposals that are made in the submissions stage (that is
after 8pm on Tuesday 27th February and by 5pm on Monday 2nd May 2018) will be subject
to a technical review and possible modification by the Council before they are considered
for approval to go into the public vote. The following are the criteria that will be used by the
Council to aid that technical review and shortlisting of projects:
•

Is the proposed project already planned for by the Council within an existing programme of
work?

•

Is the proposed project within the remit of the Council, or is it the responsibility of another
government department or public body and therefore beyond the scope of a Council
initiative?

•

Would the proposed project be considered for funding through an existing grant scheme,
such as the Council’s Community Grants Scheme?

•

Does the project proposal raise a local issue that will or can be addressed through the
Council’s existing repair and/or maintenance programmes?

•

Is the proposed site of the project on land that is in public ownership or is it private
property? Proposals that require land must clearly identify the proposed areas/sites within
the electoral area. This land must be in public ownership.

Please note that in some cases a number of project proposals may be submitted from different
people or groups that are similar in their nature or objective. Where this happens such
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proposals may be combined into one project for shortlisting purposes by the Steering Group.
* Proposals that exceed €300,000 may still be deemed worthy of further investigation and
funding could be allocated for feasibility studies for said proposals.
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